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Media Stations

LS Media Stations

LS-110
£1,199.00

Capture up to 2 video sources via HDMI and RJ-45. Partner the 
video with audio through a 3.5mm stereo, HDMI, UAC or Streaming 
inputs.

Users can stream their content to 2 platforms simultaneously. 
Within the device, you can easily switch and mix between sources, 
add logos, background and graphic overlays and subtitles.

Integrated with Panopto, Kaltura and Opencast platforms and can 
record and save video on a connected USB storage device.

LS-US2
£1,199.00

Super-compact media stations that supports capture, switching, 
mixing, recording, and simultaneous live streaming.

Mix USB and RJ045 camera and streaming inputs together with 
USB audio.

Supports RTMP-based platforms and can stream to 2 platforms 
simultaneously. Your content can be controlled within AREC’s 
Online Director, Interactive GUI or Mini Controller.

LS-2
£1,649.00

Capture 2 video sources simultaneously via HDMI, VGA and RJ-45 
interfaces or streaming inputs.

Mix your video with audio via HDMI and a 3.5mm audio jack, for a 
complete recording solution.

The built-in AREC Online Director supports versatile control options, 
whilst the Mini Controller for a mobile device provides handheld 
control.

LS-200
£2,299.00

Supports the capture of up to 2 video sources through HDMI, VGA, 
or RJ-45 at the same time.

Supports up to 2-input sources capturing and up to 3 recording 
video outputs.

Device is compatible with network cameras, laptops, PCs, digital 
microscopes, wireless microphones and more. 

Content can be broadcast to 2 platforms simultaneously. Users can 
add background images, overlays and change video layouts.

LS-300
£2,999.00

Supports the capture of up to 3 video sources through HDMI, VGA, 
or RJ-45 at the same time.

Supports up to 3-input sources capturing and up to 4 recording 
video outputs.

Device is compatible with network cameras, laptops, PCs, digital 
microscopes, wireless microphones and more. 

Content can be broadcast to 2 platforms simultaneously. Users can 
add background images, overlays and change video layouts.
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LS-400
£4,899.00

Supports the capture of up to 4 video sources through HDMI, VGA, 
or RJ-45 at the same time.

Supports up to 4-input sources capturing and up to 5 recording 
video outputs.

Device is compatible with network cameras, laptops, PCs, digital 
microscopes, wireless microphones and more. 

Content can be broadcast to 2 platforms simultaneously. Users can 
add background images, overlays and change video layouts.

LS-860
£4,899.00

Capture up to 4 video sources at the same time via HDMI and 
IP. 4-channels of audio can be captured simultaneously through 
3.5mm stereo, HDMI or RJ-45.

Supports up to 4-input sources capturing and up to 5 recording 
video outputs.

Users can take control of their content with Online Director in real-
time. Switch and mix sources, add or remove graphics and overlay 
PNG images with transparent backgrounds.

LS-860N
£5,699.00

‘N’ model supports NDI|HX video and audio inputs.

KL-3 Media Stations

KL-3
£3,599.00

All-in-one media station that supports capture of up to 3 video 
sources at one time, via 2 HDMI, 2 VGA, and 2 RJ-45 inputs. These 
inputs, along with other aspects of the device, can be controlled 
and managed through its on-screen GUI, web-based Online Director 
or Mini Controller from mobile devices.

Users can stream their content to 2 platforms simultaneously, such 
as YouTube, Facebook, Twitch, Panopto and more.

Save your recordings onto a internal 1TB hard drive or to a 
removeable USB device.

KL-3T
£3,999.00

Same as the KL-3 Media Station but with phoenix audio 
connections.

KL-3WT
£4,199.00

Same as the KL-3 and KL-3T Media Stations but with a touchscreen 
and wireless mode.
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Portable Media Stations

KL-3WT Media Station Kits

KL-3WT set S
£8,699.00

Includes pre-configured KL-3WT, CI-T21H, CI-21H, AM-600, hardshell suitcase and necessary 
connection cables.

KL-3WT set T 
£10,099.00

Includes pre-configured KL-3WT, CI-T21H (2pcs), AM-600 (2pcs), hardshell suitcase and necessary 
connection cables.

Media Station Accessories

UB01/M
£249.00

The UB01/M Recording Light works with all AREC LS and KL Media 
Stations and makes it easy for presenters to see if their Media 
Station is recording or stopped.

The indicator light turns red when the Station is recording. When 
recording stops, the light will go out.

Supports video recording and file exporting via a connected USB 
storage device. Wall or table mountable.

UB01/
£249.00

Surface mountable version of the UB01/M.

A-TS01
£979.00

Compact touchscreen display for control and management of your 
recording/live stream.

Use alongside any of the LS and KL Media Stations and give them 
an external touch screen for control.

The touchscreen connects via either VGA or DVI and can also 
connect over USB to control the Stations GUI features.

AM-601
£249.00

Wireless microphone that supports wireless audio transmission for 
use with AREC’s LS and KL Media Stations. Perfect for recording a 
presenters voice as they move around a space.

Built-in rechargeable lithium battery with an operating time of 4 
hours, after fully charged.

12K02
£359.00

12-key control panel for controlling any AREC Media Station from 
the front of a classrom or training space.

The control panel connects over RS-232 to your Media Station and 
offers the following functions: Recording Layout 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, 
Display Switch, Background Image Switch, Recording Layout Switch, 
Overlay Image Switch, Start / Pause / Stop Recording and USB 
Export.

A-B03
£129.00

Ear mounts for securely mounting an AREC Media Station in a rack.
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A-MI01
£245.00

Omnidirectional microphone that works with the A-MI02 echo 
cancellation module.

A-MI02
£929.00

Echo cancellation module which intelligiently removes unnecessary 
noise pickup by the A-MI01 microphone.

Features a duplex echo cancellation algorithm and AGC for better 
recording performance.

Can connect to your Media Station via a Line Out.

AM-01B
£249.00

Wirelessly pickup audio data from AM-600 / AM-601 microphones. 
The light indicator on the AM-01B makes it easy to monitor pairing 
and connection.

Connect with PCs through USB 3.0. USB socket can be used to 
extend AREC Media Station’s front USB port function.

A-MC01 
£249.00

Mini hard shell carry case.

A-SC01
£489.00

Harshell hand-carry case.

A-LC01
£799.00

Hardshell case on wheels.

Auto-Tracking Cameras

A-VC01
£449.00

Plug-and-play auto-framing ePTZ camera, which can be used 
standalone or with an AREC Media Station.

4K Ultra-HD image quality and a super-wide 120-degree FOV. Digital 
auto-framing and auto-zoom will follow an individual around a 
space or will ensure everyone around a table is in shot.

Built-in omnidirectional microphone can pickup audio up to 12 
metres away. USB 3.0 and HDMI video outputs.

CI-T21H
£2,599.00

The CI-T21H utilises an IR lanyard which features tracking points on 
the front and back of the presenter. When the presenter has their 
back to the camera, they’ll continue to be tracked.

Outputs 1080P/60 video over HDMI, USB and IP. Can connect direct 
to a PC, to streaming platforms or to an AREC Media Station.

Camera features a 10x optical zoom and 60.9-degree FOV.

The camera has an auto-tracking range of 3 - 10 metres.

Auto-Tracking Systems
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CI-T10
£1,649.00

The CI-T10 utilises an IR lanyard which features tracking points on 
the front and back of the presenter. When the presenter has their 
back to the camera, they’ll continue to be tracked.

Outputs 1080P/60 video over USB and IP. Can connect direct to a 
PC or to an AREC Media Station.

Camera features a 10x optical zoom and can be mounted on a 
tripod, a wall, a ceiling or a bench.

The camera has an auto-tracking range of 3 - 10 metres.

A-TC01
£1,799.00

A-TC01 is a unique dual camera tracking system with a built-in 
wide-angle and tracking camera.

The wide-angle camera at the base of the unit captures the 
presenter and background, whilst the PTZ tracking camera focuses 
on the presenter.

Features anti-interference which means that once the tracking 
target is locked, the camera will not be affected by other moving 
objects.

Auto-Tracking Camera Accessories

AM-600
£249.00

AM-600 is a wireless positioner and microphoe for use with AREC’s 
auto-tracking cameras and media stations.

The device sits aorund the neck of a presenter and enables the 
tracking camera to follow the individual.

A built-in microphone also allows the AM-600 to be used as a 
wireless microphone with its media stations.

A-B01
£82.00

Camera bracket for mounting AREC’s network and auto-tracking 
cameras on a wall or ceiling.

Speaker Tracking System

DS-4CU
£1,799.00

Coming with a recommended microphone system and PTZ 
cameras, DS-4CU enables PTZ cameras to track and focus on 
active speakers when they press a push-to-talk button.

DS-4CU supports camera switching and adds customised overlays 
when a speakers microphone is pressed. Once the speaker presses 
the cancel button, the camera returns to full view and the overlay 
disappears.

Up to 99 speaker presets can be set at one time. DS-4CU also 
supports up to 4 camera inputs simultaneously.
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PTZ Cameras

CI-21H
£1,199.00

A compact design PTZ camera with IP streaming, USB conferencing 
and HDMI.

Features a 10x optical zoom and 60.9-degree FOV. 1080P/60 video 
resolution. Best suited for small and medium-sized conferencing 
spaces.

Can be used standalone or with one of AREC’s Media Stations. RS-
232 port for built-in tally light. 

CI-22H
£1,299.00

PTZ camera with USB 3.0, HDMI and IP video outputs for use in a 
variety of applications.

Features a 20x optical zoom and 55.8-degree FOV. 1080P/60 video 
resolution. Best suited for large conferencing spaces, houses of 
worship, lecture capture etc.

Can be used standalone or with one of AREC’s Media Stations. 
Control via RS-232 and IR remote.

PTZ Cameras

PTZ Camera Accessories

A-B01
£82.00

Camera bracket for mounting AREC’s network and auto-tracking 
cameras on a wall or ceiling.

HDMI to USB Bridge

A-BR01
£249.00

Capture high-performance 1080P/60 content from your HDMI 
camera, and bridge it over USB to software-based conferencing 
systems.

Plug-and-play, no drivers or software is needed for converting 
content to USB. Compatible with Windows, Mac OS and Linux.

Add voice-overs to your recordings via a Mic In port.

Media Decoder

DS-X01
£1,549.00

Allows for selecting video sources from up to 99 1080P IP streams 
and 2 local HDMI/VGA inputs, and displays via HDMI and VGA/Line-
Out outputs.

Can decode IP streaming directly, making it easy to be viewed on 
the local display. The IP video sources can be from anywhere via an 
IP LAN ethernet connection.


